
The Oil’s Secret Tale- 

A compass for the future 

 

 

 

Categories of being and writing for Young Adults  

Readers of Dar Al-Fata Al Arabi will 

find in one of its publications a story 

titled "The House," one from of the 

series  (Kaws Kozah- Rainbow) of 

stories for the 3-6 age group. The 

series included 20 short stories. The 

Rainbow series was one of the most 

popular series among Arab children, 

the most popular out of the 187 stories 

issued for Arab children under the age 

of 18. 

In "The House" there is a clear 

category of being that cannot be 

unseen by the reader, the book is 

trying to state something that the 

translator saw and changed. So why 

did the story's voice appear to be 

annoying in the writing at the time? 

What is the problem with this solution 

provided by the story so that the 

Palestinian has a house like the bunny, 

the horse, the chicken and the bird? 

From this question we can read what 

is written for the Palestinian children 

and young adults, if not also Arab 

children.   

 

 

What is the concern that there should be an inner compass guiding the work geared at children 

and young adults? Is it the fear of the contents , fear of art or of something else outside the 

writing,  fear of something stemming from within the writers themselves? 

The poet and writer: Ahlam Bsharat 



I remember this story now, because before me is a young adult novel written by a writer  who 

spent 33 years and still is in the prisons of the Israeli occupation, who still presents in his novel a 

solution and a compass. Is this solution presented by Walid Dokah, the author,  similar to the 

solution made in the 1975 book "the House" published under the rainbow series? Is it a solution 

similar for a prisoner-author Dokah of 2017 to what was presented in 1975 by Arab and 

Palestinian writers? The reader of the novel realizes that the writer is looking for a solution all 

along, even before writing the novel. He seems to have been thinking of solutions during his long 

hours in prison and he wrote this novel to expose this solution. Writing is  an opportunity to 

discover our category of being and make a decision to state it, writing is a dance with what we 

don't know- what is revealed once we put the pen down to paper. In this novel, the solution is 

directed at children and young adults as the generation of the future. Therefore, the writer begins 

his novel by dedicating the book to them. After the introduction the author tackles begins the 

deprivation of children of childhood as prisoners, an experience through which these prisoner 

children become adults, losing their childhood in the process.  The novel  ends up talking about 

the future, which will be used and freed by Jude and his friends by experimentation and by the 

oil taken from the olive tree. For the future says Jude is the oldest Arab prisoner. This novel has 

returned  opened the door to words. How long has it been since we heard the term "Arab" being 

used in children books? I think Dar Al-Fata's experience was the first and last in this regard as 

their stories were written by a group of writers and illustrated by a group of artists who were all 

Arab before they were Palestinians! There is a shift within writing in the clear context/ freedom, 

in the comprehensiveness of the rescue / the Arab future, in the allocation of responsibility / 

children and young adults. The author, a prisoner, sees the path of freedom clearer than we see it. 

He walks towards the future, without our  despair. He does not want the adult generation to pave 

the way, be it by the voice of Jude's father or othes! Therefore, Walid offers the solution by trial 

and experimentation, ethics and knowledge to save the future. He sees that the Palestinian can 

return to his home, which I mentioned in "the House" book of 1975, the home in the future. This 

solution makes this writing full of hope in freedom from within the most depriving place of 

freedom-the prison! Does Walid have the freedom, that we, writers who are actually living in 

"freedom" if we may term it so- because he possessed the most extreme  form of the lack of 

freedom- imprisonment in the darkness of the prison for 33 years, the same price a lot of 

Palestinians have been paying for decades? Is the solution offered depending on the magnitude 

of the price, or is it a sense of self-worth of what awaits in return! Does hope come from there, 

from where graves and cells lie and not from cafes, open spaces, salons, literary  cliques and 

cultural institutions? 

Did Walid overpower us, or does his  desire for freedom and his writings overpower  the slippery 

slope of the state of lament for the prisoner's pain? 

Characters: 

Characters speaking in the author's tongue:  

 The author employed the characters of animals as wise, cynical figures,  able to run dialogue, 

and manage situations with Jude's character. Assuring that the occupation oppressed both 

animals and humans- therefore these animals participated in the acts of rejection and resistance.  



For example, Samour- the rabbit has been separated from his family by the separation wall. The 

rabbit's only cause in life becomes to jump from the wall to reunite with his family. This is 

mirrored in both Jude and the rabbit's story where a barrier keeps families apart which deprives 

both characters from the necessary conditions for living.   

Still, the author used stereotypical imagery for the animals- the donkey - Brat is slow of wit,  the 

dog- Abu Nab (fangs) is loyal. The cat- Khanfoor/ is always snoring,  the rabbit Samour / eats 

carrots. The author could have painted a more realistic picture that keeps the imaginative and 

goes beyond to create new images with our without retaining the stereotypes. The concept is to 

have created animated characters from within  real image, not by writing characters ostensibly;  

creating a clear character line with qualities and focus on themes of belonging, shape, behavior, 

and descriptions. This animation and how characters approach dialogue and action is what makes 

them come to life.  

The author however did not use this skill. Therefore, the readers could not distinguish between 

one character and the other save by their names. It would have been more effective to find the 

animal characters to function better than to simply exchange conversation among themselves to 

surpass the act of telling. It was good to see the cat or the dog function with human qualities 

within a leading role rather than the stereotypical role they play. Personally, I could not hear 

meowing or barking.  The animals could have maintained their qualities and had a better leading 

role. Walid Doukah did not play the role of mediator with his characters but rather weighted 

them down with language. It is  as if Walid walked half  the road and did not complete the walk. 

This however, does not mean there were no persuasive dialogues within the text. 

The author gave the  central role to the animals, especially in the first few pages, but he was still 

talking with his own voice. The sentences used are solely Walid himself; it is as if  he wanted to 

state a category of being and then he thought of the writing technique. He chose what he chose as 

an author so it resulted in all characters sharing the same voice;  one can note that the language  

Jude uses does not differ -voice wise- from that of the bunny Samour or Abu Nab the dog, or 

others.  Although the sentences used seem special, they are written with the same level of focus 

retaining to the accuracy of judgment, the ability to be sarcastic, the angle of view, abstraction, 

the level of irony that comes through comparison from reality and its opposite. This hints out at a 

level of sarcasm, mockery and speed of wit that is a characteristic of the author Walid, or his 

fellow prisoners rather than the characters themselves! 

The character of Barmat was amusing as it was different than the other characters. Barmat, the 

donkey was into himself- not the typical stereotype even when the characterization tried to frame 

him as stereotypical. The character was not a tool for the writer or writing, nor a hero moving the 

events along. Barmat was a believable character, running with his sense of cynicism, and his 

presence -a convincing figure- loved by the reader. Barmat is on the same journey we all long 

for: freedom just like Um Rumi. Um Rumi, is a tree of wisdom who looks like a wise 

grandmother, a character that knows her fate and accepts it, and produces what guarantees her 

confidence and happiness. Um Rumi’s character was the tree that held the threads of the novel 

together and the writing flow, wasn’t it for Um Rumi- the author would continue to repeat the 

characters who he wants to speak in his voice- as if writing a statement flowing with wisdom, 



after a special life experience paid for by 33 years of his age! The appearance of Barmat and Um 

Rumi for me was the real beginning of the novel- her remaining secret was the thread that held 

the treads of the novel to the end. It was possible to invest in the character of Abu Nab, who 

seemed successful and able to break its stereotype, where the writer could have invested more in 

the character especially when he was accused of detecting not only explosives but also ideas? 

The story behind the tale: 

 Walid failed in lavishing up his novel, it was not enough to make do with itself through 

dialogues yet he did not leave empty spaces. He did not leave gaps and vacuums- but enough to 

let the reader free fall into the sounds, smells and feelings of the book. In his novel, he excelled 

in the desire to tell, Walid wants to tell, he has the awareness of what makes his thoughts voice, 

there are clear sentences in his head, and he has clear positions of his experience, and will find a 

way to state this view perfectly. The story is divided cleverly, which makes the previous chapters 

an introduction to what will happen in the next chapter, sometimes the narrative turns into a bit 

of wisdom and education, which regardless of its usefulness, is not the main address here. 

The secret of fire and the secret of oil: 

In the Oil’s Secret,  Walid Dokah gets Um al-Rumi to give her secret to Jude and in the Secret of 

Fire - the old Mozyana gives Sophia and her sister Maria the secret of fire.  In the Oil’’s Secret, 

the Rockette oil is the secret, these become medicine if the decision taken was correct and the 

heart is good. But concealment is not the solution, the solution is by reason and ethics it is the 

process of internal search and experimentation and the use of the mind, to address the disease of 

the age: the loss of freedom. Oil becomes medicine only if the right moral decision is taken. In 

the mystery of fire, if one looks deep into the flame, he will know what will happen to him in the 

future. The true medicine is the oil, if the right ethical choice was made, just like in the Secret of 

Fire where the solution is looking into the flame for an answer.  

In Secret of Fire for Henning Menkell, the 12-year-old African girl Sophia,  faces the scourge of 

war in her country Mozambique, the world's poorest country, because of war and civil wars. The 

story tells us a true story about the mystery of fire. The old woman  Mozyana tells Sofia and her 

sister Maria at the end: "Each flame holds a secret, and if one sits in the right place in front of the 

fire, he can look deep into the burning flame, to know what will happen in the future life, during 

all his days on the path of his life that he has not yet lived" 

Did Walid read Menkel’s Secret of Fire, which is biased towards the Palestinian cause and the 

causes of the oppressed? 

The writer: 

The novel " The Oil’s Secret Tale " is Walid's first novel for young adults, and the first 

Palestinian experience in YA writing from the Palestinian prison literary point of view. But, in 

the novel Walid Dokah narrates as a writer, not as a prisoner. This takes  prison literature out of 

its place and places it elsewhere: in freedom. In his novel, Walid  states: I write until I am 

released from prison in the hope that I will free the prison from me. Time seems to be on the 



outside, the real world, a space for you not to lose yourself, but Walid, through writing in 

general, says it is a time to find yourself. 

He is the author with a position in his writing, presenting himself as a writer, although he writes 

until he is released from prison. Walid has no blindfold, nothing blinds him- he is an author and 

he supposes that the reader deals with him as one. The word prisoner in his condition is just like I 

a writer who mastered cooking, cooking does not appear in my writing except in the 

dissemination of smells added to feed in the text, otherwise readers will not say: the cook writer 

or the chef writer. Walid believes in the generation of children and adolescents he states: I write 

until I am released from prison in the hope that I will free the prison from within me. "Walid's 

victory over the language is not purely a linguistic victory, it is a situation that lives. Walid and 

his prison are equal in their desire for freedom; exchanging roles where one is neither victorious 

nor defeated. Only writing must take its course. A writer wakes up every day in his house and 

drinks his coffee and goes out to the street and faces life, it is life, a normality. This is the image 

Walid paints for us; he does not want us to treat him as a prisoner, so as not to fall into the image 

of the victim- which only needs empathy. In turn, Dokah makes us all victims, and all of us are 

equally eager for freedom; the children, the hungry, the displaced, those who are out of prison 

and those in prison, we are equal in shortcomings and Walid writes for one purpose: to cover our 

shortcomings. 

Walid Dokah seems to be following YA writing and  insists on putting himself in their ranks. 

This novel was found to compete with other works, not just to talk about some of what might 

seem natural to a prisoner writer who has been arrested for more than thirty years. He opens his 

eyes for thirty-three years in the same place. Twelve months, thirty days and every day he opens 

his eyes on the same closed doors. 

I thought Walid might be a boy writing for the child inside him or  that he wanted to be a father 

for the child within.  I stopped well before I wrote this sentence, because writing this category if 

being might just be the compass leading the novel!  It may seem normal, too, if I say that I write 

because the girl inside me still has my voice, but my case and Walid's situation are vastly 

different. It is like the difference between cinema and reality, in the cinema- in a movie if the 

ambulance passes from the street when someone has fears from illness and death one can say that 

the director arranged for the whole thing. The director needs to put in  the effort to convince us 

that what happened was less planned than it seemed and perhaps we will not believe it in the end, 

imagination sometimes puts us in the position of defenders, but in fact I will think about the 

ambulance one day, because I am terrified of death and sickness. When an ambulance will pass 

by I will be surprised and will wish that  there was a camera to capture this surprise: how real it 

was! Walid is like this too. Why should I convince others that he, like me, has the child's voice 

inside him, and that this voice wants to say something? 

I was scared that I will have to be forced to defend the novel " The Oil’s Secret Tale," when I 

believe that creative work defends itself from within, I did not need to interpret the novel from 

outside of its boundaries as it will feel like bias in favor of the novel that is not based on factors 

relating to structure or technique. The analysis becomes a burden rather than in the book’s favor, 



as it is normal to keep reconvinced in their absolute value form, for example, everything that 

prisoners write can be classified as great. Yet, Walid Dokkah relieved me from this burden. 


